Spanish Skills - Progression through the National Curriculum
Notes:


NC Criteria are only broken down into KS1 and KS2: the year-by-year assignations are Escomb Primary School Curriculum Offer
Year 3

Phonics












Grammar

Year 4

Introduce some phonemes and
accompanying graphemes
Read aloud familiar words



High frequency verbs
Gender of nouns
simple question form
Position of adjectives
Commands
Basic opinions
Simple sentence structures

Year 5




Revisit phonemes & encounter
remaining new ones
read aloud short sentences









Build on prior knowledge
Opinions with reasons
Position of adjectives
Adjectival agreement
Negative sentences
Plural nouns
Question forms











Revisit phonemes & develop
understanding of grapheme
connections
The alphabet
Read aloud more complex
sentences
Build on prior knowledge
Expressing preferences
recognizing the past tense
Agreement of adjectives
Definite article
st
rd
1 & 3 form verb formulations
for regular verbs

Year 6



Consolidate letter and sound
connections
Pronounce unfamiliar words
with high degree of accuracy








Build on prior knowledge
Subordinate clause
Complex opinions
Agreement of adjectives
Familiar and informal -you
Conjugating present tense regular
verbs in full

Recognising past and future
tenses

Time phrases
Vocab useful for sentence building

Vocab to introduce new graphemes


Vocabulary




Vocab from different word classes
Vocab which includes key
phonemes




Vocab useful for sentence building
Vocab to introduce new phonemes




Vocab useful for sentence building
Vocab to introduce new graphemes

Skills



Listening, speaking, reading &
writing (usually from memory) single
words
Find meanings of words in bi-lingual
dictionary



Listening, speaking, reading &
writing (usually from memory)
sentences
Find meanings of words in bi-lingual
dictionary for writing




manipulate vocab in sentences
Listening, speaking, reading &
writing (usually from memory)
complex sentences & questions
Find meanings of plural nouns,
conjugated verbs in bi-lingual
dictionary for writing.



Follow text of a familiar song or
story and join in sometimes
Spanish food
Spanish music



Listening, speaking, reading &
writing (usually from memory)
complex sentences & questions
manipulate vocab in sentences
Decode unfamiliar text with a bilingual dictionary
Engage in a conversation and give
opinions
Understand gist of unfamiliar story




School life in Spain
Shopping in Spain



Songs Stories
& rhymes



Culture




Rhymes, songs and stories to join in
with
Where in the world Spanish is
spoken
Animal sounds in Spanish








Join in with the words sometimes
from memory
Where in the world Spanish is
spoken
Using a map of Spain
Using currency of country











